
Create Tomorrow’s Leaders with dialogEDU’s 
Cutting-Edge Digital Learning Platform 

dialogEDU helps deliver a world-class education for K-12 students, through its engaging and personalized learning 
management system. 

Using the latest eLearning technology, dialogEDU supplements the traditional classroom with innovative digital content, or 
creates a 100% virtual classroom, directly reaching students and parents in their homes. dialogEDU helps build and deliver 
engaging lessons that keep kids motivated, and creates a highly-personalized experience for each student, no matter the size 
of your school. 

With dialogEDU, K-12 students achieve at the highest levels, going on to study at the most prestigious universities and 
joining the ranks of a new generation of leaders.

Personalization
• Educators can quickly identify at-risk learners, through 

assessments with automated grading, to then deploy targeted 
content and support to help them catch up.

• This personalized targeting can also deliver advanced content to 
top performers, helping them achieve their full potential.

 
Engagement
• Learners experience a rich multi-sensory environment – through 

video, audio, and interactive text, helping maximize their 
understanding and retention.

• Native simulation features teach students through ‘real-world’ 
scenarios that require critical thinking and build valuable 
problem-solving skills.

 
Collaboration
• Students are incentivized through social gamification, comparing their  achievements with those of their peers, which 

creates a highly-motivating culture of excellence.
• Teachers, students, parents and other mentors connect through real-time video, bringing a live classroom experience to 

anyone, anywhere, on any device. 
 
Simplicity
• dialogEDU’s interface is intuitive and easy-to-use, for both students and educators alike. It’s easy to create rich digital 

content, with no previous course design expertise, or to choose from pre-built lessons from the world’s leading educators.
• Implementation is quick and easy and highly customized for the needs of your school. API integrations allow dialogEDU 

to work with virtually any other software, creating endless possibilities. 

Contact us today, to learn more about how dialogEDU can help transform your 
K-12 classroom, through its industry-leading learning management platform. 
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